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VISION:
We make the world more resilient.
MISSION:
Together, we apply fresh perspectives,
knowledge and capital to anticipate and
manage risk.
That’s how we create smarter solutions for our
clients, helping the world rebuild, renew, and
move forward.
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Growing consensus on the macroeconomic impact of
climate change and natural events
"Natural disasters can damage sovereign creditworthiness”
Storm Alert: Natural Disasters Can Damage Sovereign Creditworthiness, September 2015

"Climate change is likely to be one of the global mega-trends impacting sovereign
creditworthiness…. Government budgets could come under additional pressure as disaster
recovery and emergency support for affected populations is likely to fall on the state in
most cases."
Climate Change is a Global Mega Trend for Sovereign Risk, May 2014

"Major natural catastrophes have large and significant negative effects on economic
activity... However, it is mainly the uninsured losses that drive the subsequent
macroeconomic cost, whereas sufficiently insured events are inconsequential in terms of
foregone output."
Working Paper No. 394, December 2012

“Insurance confers benefits both before and after disaster strikes. Beforehand, the
underwriters [demand] better planning and higher-quality, more resilient building from
property developers and city planners. Afterwards, insurance helps entire economies to
recover more rapidly.”
The Economist, 13 June 2015
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The public sector is different
• A government, or a city is actually not a clearly defined entity. There is typically no
such thing such as one client.
• Governments do not speak "insurance", they speak "finance". While a lot of
capacity building has taken place and still keeps taking place governments are not
yet really used to risk transfer solutions building on ex-ante financing
• Any money spent for a risk transfer solution is a spent of taxpayer money. Complex,
oftentimes lengthy public tender processes are required, leaving insurers with very
little certainty to potentially recuperate on upfront investments made
• Sovereigns and sub sovereigns typically are not having a solvency issue, they do
have a liquidity issue. Governments do not need to protect capital, they need to
protect – bottom line – people, and secure cash flow. In case of an event they (i)
need cash, they (ii) need cash and they (iii) need cat at their full discretion
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Examples of innovative risk transfer solutions
for the public sector
Florida
Hurricane risk

Caribbean
Hurricane,
earthquake and
excess rainfall risk

United Kingdom
Flood risk

Turkey
Earthquake pool

Bangladesh
Flood
insurance

Heilongjiang
Multiperil disaster
risk

Louisiana
Hurricane risk

Beijing
Agricultural risk
Mexico
Earthquake/hurricane
and livestock risk
Vietnam
Agriculture
yield cover
India
Uruguay
Weather insurance
Energy production
for farmers
shortfalls
African Risk Capacity
due to drought
Government drought
Thailand
Kenya
insurance pool
Crop insurance
Livestock insurance

Pacific Islands
Earthquake and
tropical cyclone risk

Guangdong
Typhoon/rainfall
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Hot spot Asia
Economic losses from natural and man-made
disasters - USD 116 billion average (1980-2015)

•

•

Asia has the highest proportion of total
losses from nat-cat and man-made
disasters
Protection gap is very high in emerging
Asia

Insured losses from natural and man-made
disasters - USD 36 billion average (1980-2015)
•

•

Asia has the highest proportion of total
losses from nat-cat and man-made
disasters
Protection gap is very high in emerging
Asia
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Case study China: Guangdong provincial government
Nat Cat parametric disaster relief hedge
Solution features
•
•
•
•

•
•

Solution supporting the Guangdong province to build fiscal resilience
against Nat Cat contingent liability
Payouts to be used for disaster relief and post disaster reconstructions of
property and infrastructure
Covered perils: tropical cyclone, heavy rainfall
Parametric triggers:
o Tropical cyclone: typhoon track, wind speed,
o Heavy rainfall: precipitation
Sum insured: USD340 million for a first group of 10 pilot cities
Time horizon: First implementation in 2016, cover to be annually
renewed and extended to more municipalities starting from 2017

Involved parties






Insured: 10 municipal governments in the Guangdong province
Government project team: Guangdong Ministry of Finance bureau (lead)
and members from CIRC, NDRC, MoCA, CMA*.
Local insurance partner and lead insurer: PICC
Sole product designer and reinsurer: Swiss Re
Meteorological measures provided by Guangdong Climate Center

Payouts to date


October 2016: USD 3.2m after Typhoon Haima and heavy rainfall

(*) CIRC: China Insurance Regulatory Committee
MoCA: Ministry of Civil Affairs

NDRC: National Development and Reform Committee
CMA: China Meteorological Administration
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Case study China: Heilongjiang provincial government
multi-peril parametric disaster relief coverage
Solution features
 Provincial government insures its fiscal contingent liabilities
for disaster relief in 28 counties who are classified as less
poverty resilient.
 Payouts to be used for disaster relief and post disaster
reconstructions of properties and infrastructure.
 Covered perils: Flood, excess rain, drought and temperature.
 Parametric triggers designed to reflect significant yield
losses of agricultural crops based on satellite flood footprint
index, precipitation index, drought (temperature &
precipitation) and low temperature.
 Annual contract
 Sum Insured: USD 360m
 Swiss Re has 80% quota share reinsurance
Involved parties
 Reinsurer and product designer: Swiss Re
 Calculation agent: China Meteorological Agency
 Insured: Sunlight Agro Mutual Insurance
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Heilongjiang: First Satellite Based Flood Cover in the
Market
Simple basic idea:
Seeing pre-defined locations of value covered by
water a payment will be made to the insured
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Going from concept to implementation: broad ranging
capabilities needed to seamlessly interact

Swiss Re has the capabilities and
the resources to drive ground
braking ideas
• First probabilistic flood model in China
• Global coverage of flood zones
• Satellite image processing &
interpretation in collaboration with 3rd
party technology leader
• Long experience in risk assessment and
parametric product design

Risk
Assessment
Skills

Probabilistic
flood
modelling
skills

Satellite data
processing
skills
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Combining in house probabilistic flood risk assessment
with latest satellite technology to arrive at a product
SAR satellite images: Radar is independent of cloud cover

Third party satellite technology

1

Swiss Re probabilistic flood modelling

2

Figure provided with courtesy from e-GEOS

3

Final product needs to
combine event
monitoring (loss trigger)
and risk assessment
(product pricing)
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Product design: Swiss Re, sensitive and inviting to local
peculiarities – even if complex

The client in the
center
As much as
standardized
solutions are
preferred: risk
assessment and final
product design need
to match local custom
and regulatory
requirements
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Five Catalysts to Close Protection Gap
Close collaboration
between partners as key
to success
Physical
Resilience

No one alone can offer all
components needed to close
the protection gap.
For our industry the
opportunity is as big as the
task is complex
Swiss Re offers fresh
perspectives, knowledge and
capital to anticipate and
manage risk. We are happy to
work with our clients and
partners to push forward with
our mission.

Making the world more
resilient

Government
Intervention

Risk Data

Product
Innovation

Technology

Physical
Resilience
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"By the year 2020, Swiss Re commits to have advised
50 sovereigns and sub-sovereigns on climate risk
resilience and to have offered them protection of USD
10bn against this risk."
Swiss Re CEO
Michel Liès
September
SIGMA23
Event
| March2014
2017
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Legal notice
©2017 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. You are not permitted to create any modifications
or derivative works of this presentation or to use it for commercial or other public purposes
without the prior written permission of Swiss Re.
The information and opinions contained in the presentation are provided as at the date of
the presentation and are subject to change without notice. Although the information used
was taken from reliable sources, Swiss Re does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy
or comprehensiveness of the details given. All liability for the accuracy and completeness
thereof or for any damage or loss resulting from the use of the information contained in this
presentation is expressly excluded. Under no circumstances shall Swiss Re or its Group
companies be liable for any financial or consequential loss relating to this presentation.
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